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LASTING LEGACY
A Handbook of Guidance and Hope
for Grandparents Raising Grandchildren
The creation of this handbook was generously funded by the Government of Canada’s New Horizons for
Seniors Program.

This handbook was also made possible through the support of The Children’s Link Society in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.

The Children’s Link Society does not intend the information herein to be taken as a substitute for legal, medical, financial, psychological, or other professional advice.
This handbook contains the ideas and opinions of grandparents who are raising their grandchildren and is
designed to provide helpful advice in regard to the subject matter outlined. Personal comments included
in this handbook may have been altered in order to protect the identities of the individuals who provided
material.
The Children’s Link Society encourages and gives permission for the duplication and distribution of this material. The handbook is available online at www.childrenslink.ca.
The cover painting, Tree of Life, is an original work by Lin Kingdon, designed specifically for the Lasting
Legacy handbook. Both watercolour and acrylic paints were used to create a beautiful effect. The tree that
is featured is based on Lin’s personal observations of nature and is symbolic of a grandfamily. The red represents the lifeblood of family being drawn up from the roots of the tree. The leaves at the top of the tree are
incomplete, to indicate that the future is unknown and can’t be predicted. The dark coloured leaves portray
the bleak days, when it seems there isn’t any light or hope. They also signify the sadness experienced when
grandparents mourn the loss of adult children who have chosen to follow difficult paths in their lives. Brightercoloured leaves celebrate the happier times and successes that occur as a result of persevering. The dots of
light in the painting suggest that there are ‘silver linings’ on the journey and glimmers of beauty and joy in the
lives of grandfamilies. Along with her husband, Lin Kingdon is the caregiver of two grandchildren.
The Children’s Link Society, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, January 2016
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DEDICATION
This handbook is dedicated to the courageous, patient, and deeply-committed grandparents who have
accepted responsibility for raising their grandchildren with much love and care. Your steadfast and determined efforts are an inspiration. Thank you for the sacrifices you have made in order to provide a safe and
loving home and a sense of belonging and family for some of our society’s most vulnerable and challenged
children.
Special gratitude is extended to the grandparents who faithfully attend The Children’s Link Society’s
Grandparent Coffee Social Group. Despite your own complex circumstances, you displayed a willingness to
reach out and touch the lives of others. You can take great pride in the resources that you have inspired and
created and the ways in which you have utilized your hard-earned expertise to assist other grandfamilies on
their journeys. The work you have chosen to do for your grandchildren and on this project will truly result in a
‘Lasting Legacy’.

Written by Isaiah
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Introduction
At a time when many seniors are enjoying the relaxed pace commonly associated with retirement, others are
still packing school lunches, driving kids to activities and appointments, and caring full time for children. This
is because, in ever-increasing numbers, grandparents are taking on the role of primary caregivers for their
grandchildren. For many, this life-altering change in lifestyle comes at a time when they had been looking
forward to more leisure and less responsibility.
For a variety of reasons (which may include parental substance abuse and addiction, mental or physical illness, child abuse/neglect, incarceration, death, etc.), when grandparents step in to provide a safe home for
their grandchildren they often end up raising a family all over again. Many of the children for whom they are
caring have disabilities and special needs related to their exposure to early trauma, neglect and/or abuse.
The Canadian government defines a “skip-generation” family as one that consists of one or more grandparents and grandchildren without the presence of parents in the home. According to Census Canada (2011)
statistics, the numbers of skip-generation families, or grandfamilies (as they are also termed), is on the rise.
The 2011 Census numbers report 72,700 grandparents (aged 45+) and 30,005 children (ages 14 and under)
in Canada living in skip-generation households. The numbers of children living in skip-generation families are
now slightly greater than those living in foster care. However, depending on the legal arrangements, the supports in place for grandfamilies are still nowhere near equivalent to the resources available to foster families in
our country.
Although grandparents who are raising grandchildren report finding life more joyful, interesting and meaningful, they also report many challenges. Studies in Canada and the U.S. have found that grandparent caregivers
have more health problems and higher rates of depression and fatigue compared with others their age. Stress
and financial hardship are common in grandfamilies. Grandparents often acknowledge experiencing pressure
on existing relationships and feeling a sense of isolation.
As information was being collected for work on The SHARE Project, grandparents raising grandchildren consistently conveyed one message: We need to feel that we are not alone. When grandparents read this handbook, we hope they will identify with the stories and advice within and that their hearts will be touched with the
knowledge they are not alone on their journeys.
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Purpose of this Handbook
The main goal of The SHARE Project was to create and share resources that enable seniors to use their
knowledge, skills, and experience to assist skip-generation families.
This handbook was designed to allow grandparents raising grandchildren to share their hard-earned
expertise for the purposes of offering information, guidance and hope to others.
The grandparents involved in The SHARE Project insightfully recognized that the type of information they have
been able to share amongst themselves is qualitatively different from the information they have received from
community agencies and professionals. They also understood that there is a place and a use for both kinds of
information. For the purposes of this project, grandparents were motivated to produce a handbook that would
reflect what was in their hearts in an honest, yet reassuring fashion. They wanted the material in this handbook
to be an intimate read, as if one grandparent were communicating directly with another.
Therefore, this handbook has not been designed to serve as an exhaustive review of the literature on
grandparents raising grandchildren. Nor is it meant to provide hard and fast instructions on what to do.
Instead, through the power of grandparents’ stories, this handbook aspires to provide personal guidance and
tips from others who have been there. The contributors hope that readers will find this valuable – that they will
laugh and cry, learn something new, be pointed in the direction of helpful resources, be comforted and be
lifted up.
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You Are Not Alone:
Words of Wisdom and Encouragement
from Grandparent to Grandparent
When a group of grandparents sit together, their conversation often flows out of questions asked of one
another. In crafting this handbook, we incorporated many questions that have surfaced over more than
thirteen years of monthly coffee social meetings involving grandparents raising grandchildren.
The responses to these questions in the section that follows come directly from grandparents who have
attended Children’s Link coffee socials, or from those who agreed to take part in The SHARE Project by
answering survey questions, submitting personal stories, or taking part in interviews.
Please note that some of the wording and details may have been altered or combined to protect the identities
of individuals who contributed. The answers to questions are the personal opinions of grandparents only
and should not be considered a substitute for legal, medical, financial, psychological, or other professional
advice.
For many of the issues posed below, grandparents were able to provide fairly specific guidance. However,
sometimes there really are no answers – just more questions. In those circumstances there is still value in
asking, and then just listening, empathizing and simply sitting with our feelings and acknowledging the
depths of the emotions that we are experiencing.
Please sit back, relax and read. Empathize with other grandparents who live with similar joys and challenges.
Be inspired by their wisdom. Know that someone really does understand and help is available.
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Question 1:
What does it take to raise grandchildren?

Most grandparents involved in this project reported that they acquired their role by default because they
did not want their grandchildren to end up in the foster-care system. When asked, they said there is really
nothing special about themselves – they are just doing what needs to be done. However, grandparents do
acknowledge that they have often developed certain personal qualities to a greater degree as a result of
raising grandchildren.
Here is the Top 10 List of qualities that grandparents feel are essential to have when serving as a caregiver for
grandchildren:
1. Understanding
2. Stamina
3. Persistence
4. Acceptance
5. Consistency
6. Sense of Humour
7. Compassion
8. Tolerance
9. Patience, patience, and more patience
10. LOVE
Raising grandchildren, especially grandchildren with special needs, is a challenge. It is not for the fainthearted. It is hard work – repeat, repeat, repeat. You need infinite patience, a sense of humour, and lots of
persistence.

Nobody has measured, not even poets, how much the heart can hold.
– Zelda Fitzgerald
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Question 2:
What things should I consider and where should I start?

Regardless of whether caring for grandchildren was a planned or unexpected occurrence, it can feel like an
overwhelming responsibility. While each family is unique and circumstances (especially legal arrangements)
differ, there are some questions that grandparents feel it wise for all to consider:
•

What are my physical and emotional resources? Am I healthy enough to take on this level of
responsibility? Do I have an alternative plan in case of sickness or injury?

•

Do I have the support of a partner? Are there other family members, friends, or individuals on
whom I can rely for assistance? What does my support network look like?

•

What level of involvement will the parents of my grandchildren have?

•

Will this be a permanent or temporary arrangement?

•

Do my grandchildren have developmental delays, special needs or disabilities? Is this
something that needs to be considered and explored?

•

What level of financial support will I require in order to be able to provide adequate care for my
grandchildren on a long-term basis?

•

Are there any legal or safety issues that need to be addressed?

•

Have my grandchildren been consulted about the situation (if this is age-appropriate)?

Grandparents offer the following general advice to those who are at the beginning stages of caring for
grandchildren:
•

There are supports available and there are other people who know how you feel

•

You and your grandchildren have experienced significant losses. Seek counselling for your
grandchildren and for yourselves

•

Take one day at a time and have patience

•

Don’t dwell on things which may never end up happening and are out of your control

•

Make sure to pursue a proper diagnosis of disabilities

•

Develop a network of people and services that can help you. Get advice and encouragement
from others – this can get you through many overwhelming situations

•

Don’t be afraid to ask for help

•

There are resources – it’s just a matter of making the right connections

•

You are not alone
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As a first step, grandparents are encouraged to connect with The Children’s Link Society. With one call, you
will be able to access personalized support, information, and guidance on a variety of issues and topics.
Also, you can be connected with a support group specifically for grandparents caring for grandchildren. Call
403-230-9158 or visit www.childrenslink.ca. For more information on resources offered through Children’s
Link, please refer to the It Takes A Village portion of this handbook.

I had as many doubts as anyone else. Standing on the starting line, we’re
all cowards.
– Alberto Salazar
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Question 3:
What legal arrangements are best?

Grandparents express various opinions about legal arrangements and which option might be best. Many
grandparents have experienced financial hardship due to legal expenses. Legal decisions are highly
personal and dependent upon individual family circumstances. However, the overall consensus is that some
sort of formal legal arrangement is beneficial and indeed necessary in order for a grandparent to be able to
care effectively for a grandchild on a long-term basis.
In Alberta, Canada, supports differ in relation to the legal arrangements that are in place. It is important for
grandparents to understand their situation so that they can learn about their legal rights and identify the
resources that they may be eligible to receive. Private guardians of grandchildren may be eligible for supports
through the Child & Youth Support Program (Government of Alberta). Children who are placed with family
members may be eligible for Kinship Care Supports (Government of Alberta). Families who either adopt or
obtain private guardianship of children who have been the subject of a Permanent Guardianship Order may
be eligible to enroll in the Supports for Permanency Program (Government of Alberta). Grandchildren with
disabilities and special needs may be eligible for the Family Supports for Children with Disabilities Program
(Government of Alberta). For contact information regarding all of these support programs, please refer to the
It Takes A Village section of this handbook, or call The Children’s Link Society.
When the children came to live with us, they had numerous physical, emotional, and learning problems. I
immediately began arranging for speech therapy, school registration, early intervention services and medical
care that had been neglected. These sound like routine things, and they are – if you are a parent. But as
a grandparent you encounter roadblocks at every turn. Without the parent’s consent, you cannot do the
simplest things for the children. I spent hours on the phone every day and shed many tears of frustration
trying to find help and information. Not wanting the involvement of Social Services in our lives, I obtained all of
the necessary papers from the courts and filed for private guardianship. We were successful and this was a
tremendous help.
Two of our beautiful grandchildren arrived at our door one night, frightened, tired, and unsure of what was
going on. They had been traumatized so much that Children’s Services had been contacted. We took them
in, and their parents were still involved with them for a while. Their parents promised many visits that never
happened. Often our grandchildren stood waiting at the door with their backpacks, only to be disappointed
by a mom or dad who never showed up. Eventually, Children’s Services tried to convince us to become
private guardians. We considered this option, but we would not recommend it to others, because you will lose
most of the financial help that they can give you. If parental rights are not terminated, the mother or father
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may harass you, even though there may be a court order saying that they can only have supervised visits. We
were taken to court by our grandchildren’s parents, as we refused to break this order. Although the parents
had legal aide representation, we had to pay for our lawyers, which significantly depleted our retirement
funds. Eventually, we were able to legally adopt our grandchildren through Social Services. We qualified
to receive post-adoption financial supports as well as funding through Family Supports for Children with
Disabilities (FSCD). This enabled us to stay afloat financially and to care properly for our grandchildren until
they reached adulthood.
I remember the day like it was yesterday. I received a message from a Child and Family Services investigator.
She called me at work and said that I needed to go to court at 2 pm and get private guardianship of my
grandchildren or they would be coming in to remove them from their mother’s care and would be adopting
them out. When we arrived, the judge asked us if we were willing to raise the two children until they were
18. We asked, “How long do we have to decide?” He said he needed to know right now. So, with about 2
minutes of thought, we agreed to raise our grandchildren to the best of our ability and knowledge. There were
still so many unknowns – we really didn’t know what we were getting ourselves into, or that they would be
later diagnosed with special needs. We now have private guardianship with a final parenting order. My adult
daughter still has a right to see the children once a week if she chooses. This often makes things difficult
because every time there is a visit, the children are not themselves for a few days after. There have definitely
been days that I just wanted to give up – especially when our extended family came down on us for taking the
grandchildren away from the parents. It took 5 years for our family to realize that we did the right thing.

To be in your children’s memories tomorrow, you have to be in their
lives today.
– Barbara Johnson
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Question 4:
Who can help me on my journey?

Raising children in your senior years is a difficult task. Grandparents need a wide variety of supports, both
formal and informal, to support them in their important role. Meaningful support can come from a variety
of places: government, professionals, counsellors, non-profit agencies and also from other grandparents,
friends, family, and community.
Grandparents say that it is important to find supports that are a good fit for the grandfamily. They also
mention that multiple people have provided various types of support at different stages of their journeys. The
individuals that they listed as being the most helpful in their lives are as follows:
•

My mother

•

My sister

•

My husband – he is very supportive

•

My spouse/partner

•

My friend – she has been a great help in my life

•

Support groups

•

My church family

•

The social worker

•

The pediatrician who diagnosed my grandchild

•

The psychologist who works with my grandchild

•

Our family therapist

•

My counsellor

•

The Children’s Link Grandparent Group

•

The Children’s Link Staff

•

Parent Support Association

•

Our Family Supports for Children with Disabilities (FSCD) worker

•

The person who came alongside me, listened to what was going on, and just ‘held my hand’
through it all

•

Other grandparents

Raising the grandchildren has been a constant challenge and we have had many so-called ‘experts’ offer us
advice. They have told us, “We know what you are going through.” How could they possibly know? How could
a young man/woman who has never been married or had to care for any children, let alone children with
special needs, know anything about what we are going through as grandparents? That kind of understanding
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just doesn’t come from books. You don’t have to settle for supports that are not a good fit or that feel
uncomfortable. Keep searching for something that works well for both you and your grandchild – you will
eventually find what you need.
My daughter was in a tumultuous relationship with her common-law partner. He was a severe alcoholic and
abused drugs. There was often domestic violence in the home. Due to the circumstances, my grandson
came to live with my husband and me. Shortly after he arrived, my marriage ended – partly because my
ex-husband did not want to parent my grandson anymore. At about the same time my mother was diagnosed
with dementia. It was a dark time for me. However, my sister came to the rescue. She invited us to live with
her and offered to help parent my grandson with me. Our family unit may not be traditional but everyone feels
safe, supported, and happy.
Our granddaughter is now an adult, although she is still living with us. There are several reasons that I think
our outcome has been successful. As I look back, I see how much support and help we had from other
people along the way. They taught us strategies and encouraged us to ask for funding, which was very hard
to do, having been brought up in a time when you worked for what you got and you never asked for a hand
out. However, I learned to speak up for what was needed and would encourage others to do the same. There
are people out there who will help you advocate and there are resources available. Don’t be too proud to ask
for assistance – you have earned it.

Although the world is full of suffering, it is full also of overcoming it.
– Helen Keller
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Question 5:
What are the most rewarding aspects of raising grandchildren?

Along with the challenges, there are also many positive aspects associated with raising grandchildren.
Grandparents say there is a sense of comfort in knowing that their grandchildren are safe and stable. They
find satisfaction in the fact that they are making a difference in the children’s lives. Many also feel an increase
in self-confidence as a result of their proven ability to cope and persevere.
Grandparents listed the following things as being rewarding:
•

Seeing my grandchildren progress into very loving adults

•

Witnessing the kids’ enthusiasm – they allow me to look at the world with a fresh, new perspective

•

Being able to help and make a difference with our granddaughter – it’s a wonderful opportunity

•

Feeling more youthful – the grandkids have kept me young and I have gained technical
knowledge which I probably wouldn’t have had without them

•

Learning what family is all about – I focus on what is important and accept the things I can not
change

•

Having my grandchild express appreciation for what I do

•

Seeing my grandchildren happy and healthy

•

Watching my grandchildren succeed – even if it is just in small ways

•

Watching the love, caring, and kindness that my grandchildren show to others

•

Providing a home and stability for my grandchildren

•

Having a large amount of quality time with my grandchild

•

Experiencing the positive feelings associated with both giving and receiving

As a result of raising grandchildren, our lives have a new and important purpose. Raising a second family has
been a wonderful experience. It has kept us in touch with the simpler things in life and kept us thinking young. It
is an opportunity to once again see things through the eyes of a child and it is a joy to see the children learn.
We have had a number of successes. We were able to get the kids into agencies that would support them
with early intervention. We have respite hours that provide for a part-time nanny who works with the children.
Other people have begun to notice changes and comment on the improvement in the children’s behavior.
The kids have very tightly bonded to us. They make it evident that they consider us their parents. All of these
developments have been very rewarding for us.

I’ve learned that people will forget what you said and what you did – but
people will never forget how you made them feel.
–Maya Angelou
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Question 6:
How do I adjust to the change in my role?

Grandparents’ traditional roles change dramatically when they assume the responsibility of caring for
grandchildren on a full-time basis. Although adopting a caregiving role results in an enormous change in
lifestyle, it can also provide a positive sense of purpose.
I miss being a grandmother. Although these children are my grandchildren, I am also their parent.
I will never forget the day when my grandchildren were dropped off at my house at 11 pm at night, with just
a backpack on their backs and sadness and fear in their eyes. In that moment everything changed – for my
grandchildren, for myself, and for my whole extended family. Now my sole focus is survival – I can’t afford to
spoil anyone anymore! The privilege of being the grandma who can treat her grandchildren was snatched
from me. Time with grandma can no longer just be about fun. My role is now parental and permanent, instead
of pleasurable and part-time.
I can’t even be a proper grandmother to my other grandchildren – the ones who don’t live with me. Their
parents resent the fact that I have taken on the role of a caregiver and, therefore, can’t be there as much for
their kids. The relationships are all strained – it’s so heartbreaking.
There are many days that I mourn the loss of what was supposed to be or what should have been. Most days,
though, I am OK with the fact that I am Nana. When I see a smile, receive a card, or even listen to the raised
voices of my grandchildren – who feel comfortable enough to unload all of their raw emotion in my presence –
I know I am serving an important and irreplaceable role.
Sometimes we felt like our age was a disadvantage – but our maturity and experience has given us the ability
to determine the needs of the children and the knowledge of the avenues to take to find intervention for them.
As a senior, I actually have some strengths that other parents may not yet have developed.
I’d like to tell others who might be raising grandchildren not to beat themselves up about having doubts and
misgivings every once in a while. It’s only natural to feel some ambivalence about childrearing and parenting
at a time when you expected your responsibilities to be dwindling. There is grief over the many losses that
come with taking in your grandchildren, including the loss of your independence and the loss of the easier
role of grandparent as opposed to primary caregiver. But your mixed feelings don’t mean that you don’t love
your grandchildren or cherish the role that you play in their lives.
My granddaughter gave me a nickname that explained my role in the best way possible. She called me
“Coupon”. When I asked her why, she said, “You are both a mom and a grandma, so I get a two-for-one deal
– just like a coupon!”

It matters not how strait the gate, how charged with punishment the scroll,
I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my soul.
–William Ernest Henley
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Question 7:
How might raising grandchildren affect my marriage?

Marriage is difficult at the best of times and grandparents face multiple obstacles, including issues related

to aging, as well as challenges associated with caring for children with special needs. However, as solid
marriages lead to healthy families, cultivating a strong marital relationship is definitely worth the effort.
Grandparents suggest the following Dos and Don’ts to help keep your marriage intact while raising
grandchildren:
•

Do make your marriage a priority – try to stay connected to your spouse

•

Do make time for yourself outside of your marriage – pursue your own personal interests
and hobbies

•

Do try to be flexible with one another

•

Do let unimportant things slide so that you can spend a little time with your partner

•

Don’t allow yourselves to become divided

•

Don’t let your grandchild’s issues and care consume your life and marriage

•

Don’t have unrealistic expectations of your spouse

My husband and I had been together for a while when it became apparent that my adult daughter (who was
adopted and from another marriage) was no longer capable of providing proper care for my grandson. He
began staying with us for short periods of time and then eventually moved in with us permanently. This had
a huge impact on our marriage relationship. Where I had once poured my energy into my marriage, I was
now devoting all my attention, my energy and my emotions into caring for my grandson and coping with the
challenges of that situation. For quite a few years, my husband definitely took a back seat to all that was
going on – and he wasn’t happy about it. Both of us were resentful towards my daughter for leaving us with
so much responsibility at a time when we were supposed to be out enjoying life as a couple. The good news
is that we managed to make it and we are still together. Through our struggles, we learned to appreciate the
importance of nurturing the primary relationships in our lives.
When our daughter’s son came to live with us, my husband moved out. My grandson has severe
developmental disabilities and my husband was simply not prepared to have his life disrupted. So he bought
a condo unit and I kept our house. We are still married and we still have a relationship but we are no longer
living as a family. At first I thought it would be just for a time, until my daughter got her act together. Many
years later, contrary to my hopes, she is still not well enough to look after her son on her own. It was a big
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adjustment for both my husband and myself – but we made a compromise and, although our arrangement
may not be ideal, it works for us.
After only two years of retirement, my wife and I took on the care of our two grandsons. With the arrival of
the boys, our lifestyle of freedom changed dramatically. The last thirteen years have been a whirlwind of
appointments and searching for the best help. It would have been easy to neglect our relationship in the
process. Thankfully, though, our marriage of 53 years is still intact. We try to make time for ourselves and for
each other because we know how important it is for us to stay well so that we can continue to provide the
boys with a stable home life. We enjoy attending a grandparent support group – it gives us a chance to laugh
and spend time together. We also use respite funding so that we can enjoy the odd weekend by ourselves.
Then we can truly relax and do and eat whatever we want! We have also found counselling very helpful. In
some ways our marriage is even stronger because we have really had to work together to raise the boys. The
next few years are going to be even more challenging as we get older – but “One day at a time” is our mantra.

When you make a sacrifice in marriage, you’re sacrificing not to each other
but to unity in a relationship.
–Joseph Campbell
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Question 8:
How do I deal with my adult child’s involvement, or lack of involvement?

The grandfamily dynamic is often extremely complex as one or more parents may still be involved in the
life of the family in some capacity. Many grandparents express difficulty, frustration and confusion about
how they should navigate such complicated relationships. Of course, regardless of what has transpired
in the past, grandparents still love their adult children, which can make it very difficult for them to set and
enforce boundaries that will be in the best interests of their grandchildren. Also, grandparents report being
torn between wanting to foster and encourage a relationship between their children and grandchildren and
needing to protect their grandchildren from the hurt and disappointment that often occurs when parents are
not consistent in their ability to sustain healthy relationships.
When many grandparents first take in their grandchildren, they hope the parents will get their act together
and be able to care for their kids again one day. Occasionally this does happen. More often, however,
grandparents are faced with making decisions that require them to choose between their adult children and
their grandchildren.
Grandchildren living with grandparents often struggle in their relationships with parents. Sometimes parents
are completely absent or unavailable, yet grandchildren still crave that connection. Other times, parents are
involved to some extent but can be unpredictable or break promises. Visits with parents can be difficult and
raise all manner of emotions, which grandparents are often left to manage. Many grandchildren have feelings
of anger, grief, resentment and confusion towards their parents, and grandparents are often caught in the
middle.
In some cases, though, grandchildren describe positive relationships with their parents. In these
circumstances the parents function more like friends, doing things with their children such as going to movies,
playing video games, or going shopping.
Regardless of the level and nature of parent involvement, grandfamily relationships are complex and difficult
to navigate for all involved. However, research suggests that children who are unable to live with their parents
do better if the relationships between their parents and their caregivers are good.
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Here is what several grandparents shared about the subject of family dynamics:
It was many years before I finally realized that I needed to choose between my son and his child, who I
am raising. The decision was difficult and painful but my grandson had to come first. His needs were more
important than my son’s addictions and irresponsible behavior. After making the choice to not allow my son
to interfere in our lives, we have not been in such a constant state of stress. Things have calmed down a lot. I
have learned to set boundaries which include no more financial support of my son and conditions regarding
his visits. When he is able, I still try to make my son a positive part of my grandson’s life. Sometimes he can
attend a school concert, talk on the phone, or send a letter. I try my best never to say negative things about
my son in front of my grandson. I work hard to explain the problems that my son is experiencing as kindly as
possible. None of this has been easy for me but I know it is for the best for all of us.
For a long while, we were mandated to allow our adult daughter visits with our granddaughter. However, there
were parameters set – she had to be sober and in a good state of mind and she had to stay at our home.
Visits were hard on all of us. We could tell that our granddaughter had a particularly hard time dealing with
her feelings. She always needed a lot of space after a visit. Often I just let her talk and all I did was listen. I
always tried to stay very neutral and not make any negative comments about her mother. The hardest part for
everyone was when it was time for my daughter to leave. I learned that I needed to make it easier for her to
go by giving lots of warning before the transition, having all of her things ready to go at the door, and walking
her to the car, talking on the way out to keep her moving. Then came the fallout. It was like the adult-child
relationship was reversed. My granddaughter was the one trying to adjust according to how her Mom was
doing on any given day. She had to learn to read and deal with her Mom’s volatile moods. I was also on the
receiving end of bad treatment from my daughter. I tried very hard not to react to her negative suggestions,
condescending comments, or ‘performances’ in my home. At one point in time, my granddaughter and I
developed signals that we used to let each other know how visits were going. That made us both feel more
comfortable and in control. Sometimes, before a visit, we would role-play how to react in various situations.
Another thing that was very helpful for both of us was having sessions with a counsellor.
My granddaughter is an adult now and she decides whether or not she wants to meet with her mother. She
has learned a lot about setting boundaries. She has this to say about visits with her mom: “I have to be careful
about scheduling visits with my Mom, as she has a mental illness. I think about my mom’s illness as if it were
water. The deeper she is in the water, the worse she is doing. When she’s deep, I can’t go in there myself
to try to save her, or I might drown in the chaos that brings. All I can do, really, is wait on dry land until she
surfaces – or at least reaches shallower water.”
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When my daughter stood up in court and told the judge she would rather see her child go to anyone else BUT
her grandparents, that’s when I realized I needed to make my granddaughter my sole focus. That decision
was painful and resulted in feelings of guilt, as I still wanted to be able to help my daughter. Even to this day, I
still find that I lean towards trying to support my daughter, and I don’t always have the emotional detachment
that I know is necessary for the best decision-making. I try to be self-aware and to accept that there is just
no more I can do for my daughter. Accepting that there are things I am unable to change gives me some
freedom and peace of mind.

At some point you have to realize that some people can stay in your heart but
not in your life.
–Anonymous
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Question 9:
Will raising grandchildren change my perspective on family?

There is really no such thing as a typical family. There is a huge diversity of family types and arrangements
in our society. Also, as our communities become increasingly multicultural, the concept of what constitutes
family and family roles continues to broaden.
It has long been common for extended family members to help out with child rearing. However, in everincreasing numbers, grandparents are becoming primary caregivers of their grandchildren. The social
phenomenon of grandparents raising grandchildren is not isolated to any particular racial or ethnic group,
geographical location, or economic circumstance.
Grandparents living in skip-generation arrangements have the following statements to share about family:
•

No family is perfect

•

Families can adapt and we are stronger together

•

The first time around, parenting was easy – this time, parenting has been unexpectedly
challenging

•

Together we can accomplish anything

•

Family sticks together through good and bad – no matter what happens

•

Our hearts are like a ball of elastic bands – the ball keeps growing and expanding as we
welcome and include more members in our family

•

A marriage has to be solid to withstand the trials of raising grandchildren

•

Families stand together and fill in the gaps wherever they can

•

Families are complex

•

Family are the people you choose to be with

•

Family means everything

I really feel like I stand out when I pick my grandchildren up from school. I don’t fit in with the younger parents
and I know my granddaughter is embarrassed when I enter the school, as I walk using a cane. She has told
me that the other children ask questions about why she doesn’t live with her parents. It is uncomfortable for
her to try and explain the situation. Still, I encourage her to have pride in our family – even though we are
different from most. That’s difficult for her, as she just wants to fit in.
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When our grandchildren were younger, I took them out every Saturday to Zellers for breakfast. It was our
family tradition. Now, many years later, I have developed Parkinson’s disease and it has prevented me from
driving – except for my scooter. However, my granddaughter just got her license and now she drives me to
Saturday breakfast – I guess that’s how family works.
I think my grandson used to feel a bit ashamed and embarrassed that he lived with his grandmother instead
of his parents. After he came to live with me he complained about the fact that I am not able to play sports
with him, that I am old fashioned, and that I don’t know anything about computers. However, as he is growing
older, I sense he has developed a greater appreciation of the fact that other children endure hardships in their
families as well – like living in foster care. This has made him appreciate some of the good things about our
family arrangement.
After taking in our grandchildren, we grew as a family. We are very close. We do everything together. I would
not trade my new life with the grandchildren for the old one. They have taught us so much. We have learned
how to love each other unconditionally and how to forgive one another. It took caring for these children to
show me what real love is.

We find rest in those we love and we provide a resting place in ourselves for
those who love us.
–Saint Bernard of Clairvaux
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Question 10:
How can I cope with the loss of my social network?

Many grandparents say that they have lost their entire social network as a result of raising grandchildren.
Understandably, most of their friends do not want to be around younger children any longer, having passed
that stage in their lives. Sometimes friends simply do not understand or support a grandparent’s decision to
be a primary caregiver. Extended family can also be resentful or unavailable, leaving grandparents feeling
very alone and grieving their losses. Feelings of isolation are particularly significant for single grandparents,
many of whom are at high risk for experiencing loneliness and depression.
One of the saddest changes in our lives has been the loss of friends. Our interests and priorities are no longer
the same as theirs. As time passed we had less in common and we drifted apart. Our friends all gradually left
our lives. We really felt as though we were alone and that no one else could be going through the turmoil that
we were facing. But then we heard about a grandparent support group and we decided to go, thank heavens!
This group assisted us and gave us hope and listened to our stories over and over again. We became a
‘family of friends’. They have been there for us over the years, given us hope and support and help. If they did
not know the answer, they worked on finding it for us. Our old friends may have left, but we managed to find
new friends who understood what we are going through.
In addition to losing our friends, we have experienced isolation from members of our own family as well. Our
time and energy is spent on one set of grandchildren rather than on all of them. This adds an element of guilt
and failure as a grandparent.
We needed guidance and were advised to join a support group, which we did – and we are still attending,
fourteen years later! We learned to laugh at ourselves, which sure beats crying, and we have also met some
very fine people. I can’t say it enough, join a support group – you will receive help and you will also help
others. It is so worth it!
I have learned that the grandparents raising grandchildren who seem to cope best with the added stress
are those who seek out others for support. If I don’t stay connected and keep working through my feelings,
I find that I don’t accept our situation as well and it affects my relationships, not only with my granddaughter
but with others as well. I am careful about the people I spend time with and I try to pursue friendships with
parents and grandparents who have similar issues – the camaraderie helps a lot.

The loneliest people are the KINDEST. The saddest people smile the BRIGHTEST.
The most damaged people are the WISEST. All because they do not wish to see
anyone else suffer the way they do.
–Anonymous
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Question 11:
What should I give myself permission to do?

Grandfamilies are complex. Everyone involved in a skip-generation family has experienced loss and
challenges – grandparents, parents, and grandchildren. Therefore, there is a tendency for many grandparents
to want to fix everything or to make up for past mistakes and hurts. Sometimes this causes them to work
too hard and put too much pressure on themselves, in an attempt to provide the perfect home and make
everyone’s problems disappear.
Grandparents provided the following words of advice and permission for others:
•

Know your limits and respect them

•

Take a day to be a grandparent – not a parent

•

Ask questions about supports – not only financial but physical and social assistance as well

•

You can’t fix your grandchildren – just meet them where they are at and provide a safe,
nurturing place for them to heal

•

Relax, take a breath – just let the kids play or watch TV every once in a while

•

Accept help in any form

•

Remember that you are two generations apart from your grandchildren; their background and
experiences may be very different from yours

•

Grieve your losses and cry if you need to need to

•

Laugh out loud

•

It’s OK to receive professional help to remain healthy and supported

•

Live your life more fully, at least between the most difficult days

•

You don’t have to do everything right all the time – no parent can

•

Maintain your primary relationships – spend time with the people who matter to you

•

Try to look forward

I used to try to prevent my granddaughter from ever feeling sad or upset. I wanted to shelter her from those
feelings, as she had been through so much. When I would see her getting upset it hurt my heart so much, so
I would try to dismiss her feelings and distract her with a treat or something positive – but her outbursts just
kept getting worse.
Finally a counsellor helped me understand that I didn’t have the power to keep my granddaughter from
feeling upset or acting angry and I couldn’t control those feelings. She gave me permission to just listen and
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to offer care and understanding. She also let me know that I didn’t always have to fix everything or provide
solutions. There is relief in that.
I can’t spoil my grandchildren on a regular basis, but I do like to set aside one day a month that I call Treat
Day. On treat day, I do all of the things that a regular grandparent might do. Take the kids on a fun outing, buy
them a treat or toy at the dollar store, and allow them to have a special dessert or candy. We all look forward
to that special day each month. It’s been the source of some really positive memories for all of us.
I have always been the hardworking one and I was looking forward to having a break to pursue my interests
and hobbies in retirement. Now I am watching my daughter out there partying and living her life for herself,
while I am working myself to the bone to look after her children. I admit, some days I find myself thinking this
is not fair! I know enough not to get trapped into thinking that way all the time but every once in a while I give
myself permission to feel sorry for myself, just for a moment, before I keep going.
Sometimes I feel like I didn’t do a good enough job when I was raising my own children. I tell myself that this
is my second chance to get it right. But that’s a lot of pressure and some days the weight of it gets me down,
especially when I think the patterns of behavior I saw in my son are repeating themselves with my grandson.
So, in order to survive, I have learned to tell myself that I don’t need to be the best caregiver in the world
every day. Most days it’s OK just to be good enough.

Some of us think holding on makes us strong but sometimes it is letting go.
–Hermann Hesse
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Question 12:
What can I do to help a grandchild with emotional issues?

There is a tendency to think that when grandchildren come to live with grandparents, because they are
related, the adjustment will be smoother or easier than with other arrangements, or that attachment and
emotional issues may not be as significant. Although placing children with family members is generally
considered ‘best practice’ and has advantages, this does not mean that things are guaranteed to go smoothly
or that the coping will be any easier.
Many grandchildren have been through extremely painful times and endured significant changes prior
to arriving in the care of a grandparent. They commonly experience a variety of emotions including fear,
abandonment, insecurity, confusion, anger, shame, grief and guilt. It is very difficult for grandparents to have
seen their grandchildren suffer; many have a hard time coming to terms with what has taken place. It is also
heartbreaking for grandparents to absorb the fact that their adult children have difficulties so severe that they
are unable to raise their own kids. While coping with their grandchildren’s grief, many times grandparents are
also struggling with their own feelings of guilt, anger and sadness.
If grandparents are able to handle their own emotions in a positive manner they can be very helpful to a
grandchild who has suffered abuse. Grandparents have the following suggestions for others who are caring
for grandchildren who have experienced previous trauma, neglect and abuse:
•

Make sure your grandchild knows how special they are to you and how important they are in
your life

•

Continually give your grandchild praise and positive reinforcement

•

Acknowledge and accept your grandchild’s feelings. Don’t say “But”. For example, don’t say: “I
know you are feeling sad BUT there are lots of things to be happy about.” This causes people
to feel as if their feelings aren’t valid

•

Explain that it is OK to have all the feelings that they experience

•

Help your grandchildren process feelings by encouraging them to draw pictures, write stories,
pretend play, or tell you stories about their past

•

Be patient – healing and adjusting can take a long time

•

Expect questions: Why did this happen, Was it my fault, Why can’t I have a regular family, etc.

•

Answer questions honestly and as they come (in age-appropriate ways)

•

Let grandchildren display photos of loved ones

•

Help your grandchildren make connections with others – friends, relatives, etc.

•

Be clear and consistent with your routines, rules and discipline (use natural consequences)
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•

Realize that sometimes grief can be expressed as anger, clinginess, sleep difficulties, whining,
lack of focus, withdrawing, eating/food issues, pushing people away, etc. Sometimes you have
to be a bit of a detective to get at the real reason behind the behavior

•

Keep your expectations low and manageable

•

Allow and encourage your grandchild to be a kid and to have fun – let them know that they are
not responsible for looking after anyone else or taking control of situations that are beyond their
age-appropriate capabilities (many grandchildren had to help care for their parents in the past
or may be hyper vigilant from living in a constant state of stress)

•

Take your grandchild to a professional counsellor and/or attend along with them

•

Tell your grandchild every day that you love them

My granddaughter experienced a great deal of neglect, abuse, and loss in her younger years. As a result of
this she really acted out. Her feelings came out in some pretty awful behavior. Sometimes she was withdrawn
and angry, or so frustrated that she would bang her head against the wall. Although we understood that
her wounds would not disappear just because she was now in a safe place, it was still not easy to handle.
I had to tell myself not to take it personally. I was pretty discouraged at first. Gradually, we did start to see
improvements. When I was about to lose it, I would try to put myself in her head – try to picture what she’d
been through and all the confusion, mistrust, and fear she was probably feeling. Like my granddaughter
says, “Try to see things through my eyes, in my shoes”. This helped me get through some tough moments.
Also, our therapist told me that while it may feel like our granddaughter doesn’t love or appreciate us at times,
her behavior actually means she felt safe enough to vent her true feelings – which is kind of a compliment –
although it certainly doesn’t feel like it at the time.
I felt so awful about what happened to my grandson before he came into my care. His mother, my daughter,
was so out of control and he suffered so much because of that. But she also had to give up her child
and I know that tore her up inside. My spirit was crushed and I was grieving for both my daughter and
my grandson. I tried, for a while, to push down my sadness, because I wanted to hold it together for my
grandson. I hid the truth about his mom from him, so he wouldn’t get hurt anymore. Later I realized that the
only way we would both get through this was if we openly shared our feelings and pain and allowed ourselves
to comfort one other. We both needed a chance to talk about what we were feeling and to understand each
other. I think we actually developed a closer bond because of it.
My grandson’s world was so chaotic and unpredictable before he came to live with us. He did spend some
time with us before we had him permanently. Back then he never knew when his mom was going to come and
rip him away and have a temper tantrum. We knew, after he was with us full-time, that he had a real need to
feel secure. We set up very firm routines and schedules and clear, age-appropriate rules. We tried to be very
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consistent in enforcing the routines and expectations. Loving boundaries helped our grandson know he was
safe and protected. Also, we allowed him to have input into his new room. He chose how we would decorate
and we made sure to keep some important items from his previous home in his new room. We made a special
effort to communicate openly and honestly with my grandson and I am so glad we did. We took the time to
really listen. Following after-school breaks, we encouraged him to talk with us – free from other distractions
like the TV, video games, computer, etc. We would tell him a little bit about how we saw things and tried to
listen without judging or dismissing his feelings. I learned that it was ok to say, “I don’t know” to some of his
questions. I didn’t have to have the answer for everything – but we were honest about it. We didn’t evade
questions or lie. It was tricky, as we had to avoid telling him too little or nothing at all, but he needed to know
some things. He is much smarter than we give him credit for sometimes. He was already picking up little
tidbits, even though we thought we were protecting him from some of the things that were going on. We didn’t
want to run the risk of someone else telling him things before we had spoken with him. It was better coming
from us as he was building trust with us. We wanted to teach him the importance of trusting someone and
being honest. So, we told the truth based on his level of understanding at the time.
My granddaughter was neglected and abused in her early childhood. She was developmentally delayed
as a result and was not speaking, not walking and not toilet trained when she came to me through Social
Services. We began with short visits to my home and developed a gradual bond over time. To make my
granddaughter feel welcome and cared for I had something interesting for her in her room each visit. I also
made her a special blanket, which comforted her. After she came to live with us permanently, I continued to
work on building her sense of security and trust. I let her come to me with her questions, at her own pace, and
I answered them honestly. A social worker created an adoption book for my granddaughter that explained
some of her history and background. We used this book as a starting point for many discussions. She loved
looking through this book with me and she also liked having pictures of her family members in her room,
especially as both her mother and father had very limited involvement in her life. As a teenager she is still
interested in family roots and I have helped her put together a family tree, as this seems to be very important
to her.
There are many other things that I believe have been helpful as well: we have attended regular counselling
appointments; I enrolled her in early intervention programs and advocated for special school programs;
I developed consistent rules and guidelines so she would feel secure; I took her to activities based on
her interests (sewing, fashion, cooking, and yoga) in order to foster her self-esteem; I helped her facilitate
friendships and social connections in our community. I even moved to an acreage to provide a safe,
protected environment in which she could thrive. Despite all of my efforts, I know I won’t ever be able to erase
the impact of the mistreatment she endured in her early years. My greatest worry is that she will be taken
advantage of – especially if I am no longer around. She is still so vulnerable.

Children are like wet cement. Whatever falls on them makes an impression.
–Dr. Haim Ginott
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Question 13:
How can I cope when caring for multiple grandchildren?

Raising a family of multiple children is challenging enough for young parents, let alone grandparents.
However, there are many grandparents who are caring for two, three, four, and even six grandchildren and
managing to make things work.
Here is the story of an exceptional grandparent couple raising four grandchildren with disabilities:
When you are caring for four grandchildren, there is always something to deal with. Your workload is
multiplied by the number of children in your care and so are your financial expenses. Even if they all have
the same diagnosis, each of them is unique and has different issues. The most difficult part is that you never
get any down time. As soon as you finish dealing with one child’s crisis, the next one has a problem. I get
frustrated as my focus is constantly split. So I tend to manage the issues in cycles. For a while I will focus on
one child’s needs more intensely, and then I will switch to dealing with what is going on with another child. It
just never ends. There is not much time to care for oneself with all that is going on. How have we survived?
(Our grandchildren are almost all adults now and we are in our 80s.) We have found the following things
helpful: good financial planning, budgeting, and thriftiness; having a family support worker involved to help us
prioritize, offer suggestions, and keep things on track; hiring practical help for housework and cooking; using
all the supports that are a good fit for our family; having a calm nature and an ability to look at the bright side;
and adopting a sense of commitment and giving it our all. For sure, there are tough days. But, honestly, I don’t
ever sit down and think, “Why did I do this?” I just simply keep plugging away and appreciating the small
things that bring me peace and pleasure.

If you think my hands are full – you should see my heart.
–Anonymous
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Question 14:
How can a single grandparent make things work?

According to 2011 Census Canada statistics, about 57.8% of grandchildren in skip-generation families
lived with a grandparent couple, while the remaining 42.2% lived with one grandparent only. Most single
grandparents are women and many face significant financial hardships, lack of support, and social isolation.
Here are stories from two single grandmothers:
Before the children came to live with me, I was fully employed, enjoyed a social life and a long-term
relationship. However, all of this disappeared the night my grandchildren were dropped off. I was single
at suppertime and by 9 pm my two grandchildren were living with me. Instinctively, I knew it would be a
permanent arrangement. The biggest adjustment was quitting my job in order to be able to look after the kids.
All of a sudden I was in dire straights financially. I had to go on social assistance, we moved to subsidized
housing, and I had no money to purchase my grandchildren the basics, let alone any extras. It is very difficult
to instill pride in the children and to teach them acceptance of their lot in life. The kids just don’t understand
why they can’t have the same things that their friends have. It’s a difficult life for me, as a single grandmother,
and it is a difficult life for my grandchildren. However, despite the challenges, I wouldn’t change our
arrangement for anything.
It is certainly difficult being a single grandparent and raising my grandson on my own. It is tough financially –
a lot of months we rely on the food bank just to get by. I feel bad because I often can’t provide the things my
grandson desires, even though I go without myself. It is also hard emotionally, as I have no one else to talk to
or to lean on to help me get through the day. Sometimes I feel guilty because my grandson often steps into
the role of comforting me, which he shouldn’t have to do. Physically it takes a toll as well. I get bogged down,
as I have no one with whom to share the workload and no one to provide me with a break or spell me off for
a while. Because I am alone, I feel like I am on alert all the time and then I find it really hard to wind down –
especially at night. When I feel myself slipping down, I know I have to pick myself up in order to be there for
my grandson.
I have learned a few things that have helped me to cope. I find that organizing my paperwork makes me feel
that things are more under control. Sometimes, when things get to be too much or my grandson and I are
having a problem, I just take him and leave the house and go to the movies or somewhere relaxing for a bit. A
change of scene usually helps. I try not to be so hard on myself. For many years I took care of everyone else.
I constantly sacrificed and denied myself even small pleasures. But then it was like I no longer existed; I had
lost myself. It was soul destroying. In the last little while, I have finally realized that I matter.
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I have needs and I am a person too. Now I am teaching my grandson to recognize these truths. When I take
care of myself and treat myself every once in a while, within reason, I am in a better state of mind and more
able to provide excellent care for my grandson. For his sake, I have reached out to join a church family,
signed him up for community activities, enrolled him in the Big Brother program, and used respite and
community aide services. It has been difficult for me to trust other people to be involved in his life, as both he
and I have experienced abuse. However, especially as a single grandparent, I know I need to trust in others
at some point, in order for us to survive.
There are a lot of challenges that one faces as a single grandparent, but one positive is that I have a very
close relationship with my grandson. We are very much connected, we are in sync, and we love each other
with all our hearts. Our bond is unbreakable and totally treasured. We are thankful we have each other.

Your children need your presence more than your presents.
–Jesse Jackson
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Question 15:
How should I handle the most difficult days?

Raising children today presents many challenges for grandparents who thought their child-rearing days were
over. Added to the pressures that face typical parents is the simple fact that grandparents are aging and
many recognize that they have less energy and coping ability than they used to. Being physically tired and
stressed can also affect mental and emotional abilities. Due to the high degree of stress in their lives from
many sources, grandparents are susceptible to physical and emotional exhaustion and breakdown.
So, what does it take to get through the difficult days? Grandparents gave the following advice:
•

Stop everything and take a few deep breaths

•

Give up on accomplishing things and just play

•

Stay cool and try not to let a situation weigh you down

•

Learn to step back a bit – you cannot change any one else – the only person you can control is
yourself

•

Try to be calm and flexible

•

Call a respite worker

•

Try a change of scene – take your grandchild to a place that is restful for you, like the movies

•

Go for a walk

•

Eat chocolate

•

Lower your standards – give yourself a break

•

Call an understanding friend

•

Play some upbeat music

•

Try to take it all in stride – sometimes all you can do is laugh

•

Pray – I believe in a higher power who runs the show

•

Stay calm and in control – even if you have to fake it

•

Lean on your spouse or partner for support

•

Attempt to display unconditional love

•

Just ride it out – things usually get better

•

Try to end the day on a positive note

Throughout the years, I was tested many times by my grandchildren – just to see if I would give up on them.
I had many bad days but my answer to the kids was always that I was never giving up, no matter what they
might do or say. The biggest compliment I have ever received from my granddaughter is, “Gramy, you DID
never give up. Thank you.”
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No problems are insurmountable when you approach them one day at a time. Prayer and dependence on
God give us daily strength. Knowing others pray for us and are there for us gives us encouragement.
We were having a tough day at our house. My granddaughter was acting out, which was not usual for her,
but finally I had had enough. I raised my voice and told her to go to her room. She started off to her room but
then abruptly turned back and, in a very serious manner, she asked, “Can you teach me how to talk in a big,
low voice like that?” I asked her, “Why?” She said, “Well, one day I want to know how to be the boss too!” With
that response, I had no choice but to laugh.

When you get to the end of your rope, tie a knot and hang on!
–Franklin D. Roosevelt
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Question 16:
Can you give me some self-care and survival tips?

For grandparents raising grandchildren, self-care should not be considered a luxury. Quite the opposite, selfcare is essential for survival. The well being of every family member in a skip-generation family should be of
equal concern.
Each of us has different preferences with regard to what we consider relaxing and what may help us to thrive.
Look over the following suggestions from grandparents and see which ideas appeal to you:
•

Recognize your inner strength

•

Take time to unwind and gather your thoughts

•

Nurture the close relationships that you have – that’s what will help you get through the day

•

Remember that you already raised one family – you can do it again

•

Find complete silence and avoid sensory overload

•

Take time for yourself (golf, read, watch NetFlix, get a pedicure, etc.)

•

Spend time with friends – stay connected and don’t become isolated

•

Create a daily quiet hour in your house – no matter what the age, everyone needs some down
time

•

Work at staying healthy – try to keep fit, eat well, and rest when you can

•

Be kind to yourself – build yourself up

•

Take a long, relaxing bath

•

Daydream about some of the great times you had in the past

•

Read a book

•

Have friends that can look past your untidy house and just be there for you

•

Join a support group

•

Take one day at a time – it’s all you need to handle

•

Sing as you work

•

Forgive and let go of what you can not change

•

Take a break on the weekend along with your spouse

•

Use respite services

•

Talk to someone about how you are feeling

•

Cry – let your emotions out

•

Get organized – deal with your paperwork and use a big calendar

•

Don’t sweat the small things –like toys on the floor – they will still be there later

•

Pick your battles
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•

Take time for your own needs

•

Don’t aim too high – just accept the children with all their issues and problems

•

Don’t feel you need to do this alone – there are supports out there and you need to use them.

•

Find someone you can share with – a friend who understands

•

Don’t take things too seriously

•

Accept whatever help you are offered

•

Make sure to do one small thing for yourself each day – maybe read a few chapters in a book,
watch a movie, or complete one task that is important to you

•

If you burn out, it will be harder on your grandchildren than if you just take a weekend or a few
days away – so look after yourself

•

Try to share the workload

•

Learn some new parenting skills – the world is a different place now than it was when you
raised your first family

•

Keep working on the whole self-care thing

I see what is happening to other people in my age group and I can’t afford to take any chances – my
granddaughter needs me for a long while yet! Taking care of myself has become a priority. Whether it is
aquasize for seniors, going for a walk, shopping alone, or having lunch with a friend, I make the time to do
things that give me the energy and vitality I need. I do my best to eat healthy and visit my doctor regularly to
keep my blood pressure in check.
When my grandson was younger, I once neglected myself so badly that I let a pre-existing condition
deteriorate to the point that the doctor wasn’t sure I would survive. I was so emotionally, mentally, and
physically depleted. I have since learned that I need to be more calm, centered, and focused. Looking
after my own mental and physical health is what I need to do to get there. No longer do I let my medical
appointments take a back seat to everything else that is going on. I try to be good to myself, slow down my
pace, take time to smell the flowers, and smile at someone on my way through life.

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage
to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.
–The Serenity Prayer – Reinhold Niebuhr
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Question 17:
Does this mean my retirement plans are ruined forever?

Grandparents acknowledge that their retirement plans have changed drastically as a result of their caregiving
role. Although they have made some adjustments to their expectations, most grandparents are still dreaming
and planning. Here are some comments from grandparents regarding retirement:
•

Retirement dreams are just dreams – people and relationships are real and much more
important

•

Our original plans have completely changed but our dreams are slowly being realized – just in
different ways than what we had originally pictured

•

Adjust and expand your retirement plans to include your grandkids

•

Our dreams have changed to reflect what is best for our grandchildren and we are OK with that

•

Our plans have definitely been scaled back to reflect financial circumstances and time and
energy constraints – but we still manage to have small, simple getaways

•

Some of our dreams are definitely on hold while we have tried to fulfill others, like travel, by
including the grandkids

•

Don’t quit dreaming and planning – it definitely keeps you going

Yes, my retirement plans have been adjusted. And, yes, that has not been easy. This is not the path I would
have chosen – but it is the path that I am on. So I try to make the best of it. Instead of big vacations, once a
month I like to take a vacation day – truthfully, it’s more like a half a day! Usually it is something simple, like
getting my favorite take-out food and a specialty coffee and going to a local park for a walk and a picnic.
Sometimes I go to the movie theatre in the middle of the day, when it’s quiet, to escape reality for a bit. One of
my favorites is to treat myself to a makeover day. I get my hair done, buy a new beauty product, and top it off
with a relaxing bubble bath. I have found that if I allow myself these moments of enjoyment on a regular basis,
I am not as resentful of missing out on the flashier, more expensive holidays I once dreamed of.
My dream for retirement was to travel. Now that I am raising four grandchildren, I certainly do travel – just not
to the destinations I originally had in mind. Instead of historic or exotic locations, I travel back and forth to
school field trips, birthday parties, hockey rinks, and soccer practices.
The good feelings that have resulted from raising my grandchild are easy for me to express. It is more difficult
for me to admit the feelings of guilt and resentment that I carry. I experience a lot of guilt and shame, as I
played a part in the underlying cause of my daughter’s disability – which then resulted in my granddaughter’s
disability.
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When I got a real sense of the caregiving situation we were getting ourselves into, I asked my husband if he
was in this for the long haul, as I wasn’t so sure. I felt so guilty for not being sure of my level of commitment.
I was not only having a hard time with the realization that we would be raising our granddaughter long
term but also that I would get dragged back into one situation after another with her mother. I was angry at
my daughter for leaving us with the responsibility for caring for her child. I knew if we decided to raise my
granddaughter we wouldn’t have anywhere near the retirement we had dreamed of and that did cause some
feelings of resentment – and then more guilt for feeling resentful!
The arrival of our grandchildren brought many changes to our lives. At times it was overwhelming to think
that these changes would be permanent. Our leisure interests now revolve around the children’s activities
and vacation choices are made with the grandchildren in mind. We all make plans for the rest of our life after
retirement. It may be to travel, to take classes, to do volunteer work, or any number of things. But, for some
of us, these plans will never become a reality. That should not deter us from having a wonderful retirement.
Take time to enjoy the simpler things in life. Although we still make long-term plans, we try to spend more time
appreciating today. Our retirement years may not be what we had envisioned, but they have brought new joys
we had not anticipated.

I don’t remember who said this, but there really are places in the heart you
don’t even know exist until you love a child.
–Anne Lamott
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Question 18:
What can I do to prepare for my grandchild’s future?

Parents of children with special needs often have concerns about what the future will hold for their children.
However, due to their age, grandparents report that planning for the future weighs particularly heavily on
them. Many express fears about what will happen to their grandchildren when they are no longer around,
or no longer healthy enough to provide care. Worries are particularly pronounced for grandparents whose
grandchildren have what are considered to be high-functioning disabilities, which may prevent them from
qualifying for significant supports when they reach adulthood.
There are some practical steps that can be taken to prepare for the time when your grandchildren will need
to be more independent. Particularly if your grandchild is a teen and approaching adulthood, grandparents
advise that you think about the following:
•

Updating your will and estate planning

•

Helping your grandchild who is approaching 18 to obtain:

•

•

A current psychoeducational assessment

•

Government-issued photo ID

•

A Social Insurance Number

•

A bank account (in their name or a joint account)

•

A family doctor

Applying for guardianship (private or public) and trusteeship for youth 18 and over with
disabilities (this process can be started at age 17.5)

•

Do you have someone you can appoint to oversee your grandchild’s arrangements in the future
and serve as a private guardian? If not, you may need to look at applying for a public guardian

•

Applying for adult supports, if your grandchild has a disability (applications can begin at age
16.5 for some youth)

•

Might your grandchild qualify for Persons with Developmental Disabilities (PDD) funding? Might
your grandchild qualify for Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped (AISH)?

•

Thinking about future arrangements for your grandchild in the areas of:
•

Independent living

•

Transportation

•

Post-secondary education

•

Recreation and community involvement

•

Social connections and relationships
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The Children’s Link Society employs a Transition Consultant to help grandparents with the applications and
paperwork that is necessary when youth with disabilities transition to adulthood. This includes guardianship
and applications for adult services such as AISH and PDD. This service is free of charge. Please call 403230-9158 for more information about transition planning and services.
We are so concerned about future arrangements for our granddaughter. Will she be capable of living alone
or will she require an assisted-living arrangement? Who will look out for her? She will always need someone
overseeing all aspects of her life. But who will do this when we are not here? I catch myself wondering why
our other kids and their wives won’t help out. I know their lives are busy but they have pretty much given us
the message that we can count them out. They don’t want to get involved, even in a small capacity. I am not
going to lie – this hurts. We have no one that is willing to serve as a guardian in our absence.
We have multiple grandchildren and all of them are approaching adulthood. They all have FASD and most
will not qualify for adult supports. To be honest, we are not sure who will look out for them in the event that
something happens to us. They are not capable of looking after each other. We have been planning to update
our will and estate-planning documents for a long time now, but we are constantly dealing with one crisis or
another and there never seems to be enough time to get this accomplished. We know it’s important, but it is
also difficult, so I think we are unconsciously avoiding the task. It is certainly an area of concern and stress,
especially for my husband.
Absolutely no one in our family wanted to serve as a guardian for our grandson. So we had to get creative.
Although it was difficult, we approached the young woman who has been providing respite care for my
grandson for many years. They have developed a close relationship and we really had nowhere else to turn,
so we asked her if she might consider being listed as an alternate guardian. We gave her some information
on what that responsibility would entail. To our great surprise, she said, “Yes”. Another family we know asked
the person who served as their grandson’s Big Brother. That person also said, “Yes”. I guess there really are
still some good people in this world!

Someone’s sitting in the shade today because someone else planted a tree a
long time ago.
–Warren Buffet
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Question 19:
What if my grandchild is not successful in life?

Sadly, some grandparents experience a profound sense of hopelessness when their grandchildren reach
the teen years and, despite all their hard work and effort, things are not going well. For some grandparents,
this is the second time around that they have had to witness a child in their care having significant difficulties
functioning in life. This type of situation often occurs in families where the adult children and the grandchildren
have underlying disabilities, such as Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), and it can be particularly
heartbreaking for grandparents to endure. Along with the sadness come many questions, some of which
have no easy answers. Grandparents may find themselves asking: How do we define success? If we did our
absolute best and things did not turn out well, does that mean we have failed? Did all of our sacrifices even
make a difference in the end?
One grandparent wrote in a particularly touching manner about this topic. Here is what she had to share:
The question of how we measure success weighs heavily on me at this time in my life. I am wrestling with
a sense of failure and feeling very much alone with these feelings. My granddaughter came to me when
she was eleven weeks old. She had a lot of health problems and was subsequently diagnosed with special
needs. She is an adult now and throughout the years I tried my very best – and so did she. I followed all the
directions, took all the courses, accepted the advice of professionals, and both of us received all kinds of
intervention. However, despite our most valiant efforts, my granddaughter has not done well. She struggles
with addictions, an eating disorder, severe anxiety, depression and suicide attempts, diabetes, liver problems,
and other health issues. She also endured abusive, violent relationships and had to place a child for
adoption. My beautiful baby, my athletic girl, my gentle, loving, granddaughter suffers so continuously and
experiences such spiritual pain and physical disabilities that her future is very much in jeopardy. My broken
little bird seems ill-equipped for this harsh world we occupy. She was and remains an exceptionally gentle
soul, wanting to help, wanting to give, wanting to be loved. But is there a place for her? She had to leave
my home because her needs could no longer be met in the family setting. It kills me that I can’t care for my
granddaughter and she remains so loving while I refuse her.
While many families of children with special needs see their children slowly grow up and start to find a place
for themselves, we are stuck – the two of us. I love my granddaughter with all my heart and she is a soul filled
with love. Through all her trials she has maintained her gentle spirit. So where do we fit? Are we failures? What
did I do wrong? Could I have done more, or found a different path? If I did my best and she did her best and
yet we are here, how do we measure our lives against others who insist that we should share the positives?
Where can we share our pain and sadness without being expected to quit complaining and move forward?
Slowly I say less and less, carrying my secret fear and heartache. Still, we survive.

Courage does not always roar. Sometimes courage is the quiet voice at the end
of the day saying, “I will try again tomorrow.”
–Mary Anne Radmacher
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Question 20:
What issues may arise when a grandchild returns to live with a parent?

It is the greatest hope of many grandparents that their adult children will become healthy enough to provide
care for their grandchildren once again. However, the majority of the grandparents who contributed to this
handbook said that they are still waiting for that day to arrive. In some cases, though, grandchildren have
made successful transitions back to their parents, most often with continued support.
One grandparent offered the following comments regarding her experience:
Certainly, the preferred arrangement for any child is to live with his/her parents. However, my daughter
struggled with addictions and became increasingly neglectful of our grandson. We realized, far too late, that
our daughter herself has a disability. As she was adopted, we never recognized this when she was growing
up – but it certainly makes sense to us now – and it has helped her understand some of her behavior and
challenges as well. Fortunately, our daughter did manage to become healthy enough that she could resume
caring for her son. However, we still need to provide a high level of support. In some ways, it is even more
difficult for me because I am now back to being worried about the daily care my grandson is receiving. When
a parent with a disability is looking after a child with a disability, it is a challenging situation.
I am still overseeing my grandson’s care and trying to coordinate everything for both my daughter and for
him. I often feel torn and conflicted as I am trying to support my daughter and encourage her as a parent but
I also find that the standard of care I would provide is different from what she is capable of delivering. This
causes me a lot of stress as I am often not sure how to handle the situation. The right solution is not always
clear.
My grandson is probably carrying the biggest load in all of this. He has had to be the adult so many times in
his life and I know he worries about his mother. I can also see that his loyalties are divided; he is continually
torn between his love for his mom and his love for me. He puts a lot of effort into trying to protect us all and
keep the peace. The upside to our situation is that, as my grandson is no longer in my home on a daily basis,
I have a bit more time to look after myself. And, the three of us have a special bond and a unique relationship
that we all work hard to maintain.

Surrender to what is. Let go of what was. Have faith in what will be.
–Sonia Ricotti
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Question 21:
What if I find myself unable to continue caregiving?

Even when everyone involved begins with the best intentions, sometimes a situation just doesn’t work out
the way we had envisioned or desired. Likely more often than we know, grandparents begin looking after
their grandchildren and then, for a variety of reasons, have to make the heartbreaking decision to develop a
different plan for care. The grandparents who participated in The SHARE Project felt strongly that this type of
story should be included in the handbook. They also spoke out about the need for an attitude of grace and
non-judgment towards any grandparents who have had to make such difficult choices.
Here is the story of one grandmother and how she made the decision to change course:
When I knew my grandson would be going into the foster-care system permanently, I quickly jumped into
action. I felt he would be better off with me. I fought the system for a long time, and finally he was placed in
my care. I thought it would be a temporary arrangement until my daughter, his mother, got back on her feet.
I also thought that all of the problem behaviors the social workers talked about would not apply once my
grandson was in my care.
What I quickly learned was I did not have the energy I did in my thirties to play with him. My plans for my
retirement years were looking very different than I had once dreamed. I loved my grandson but reality slowly
began to settle in on me. His years of instability were not going to be erased by my presence. The struggles
he had in the foster homes began to emerge in our home. I would go to school meetings and I wondered
if they were speaking English. I did not understand new forms of math, computers, IPPs, or peanut-allergy
restrictions, and the agenda seemed to come home every day with a new concern from the teacher. I went
to bed exhausted every night and the only thing I could predict with accuracy was that I would also wake up
exhausted.
It finally began to sink in that this was not a temporary arrangement. Instead, it would be a long-term
commitment. As this weighed on me, I began to have recurring thoughts that I could not do this – be his
parent, his grandparent, his tutor, his therapist, and a full-time cook and house cleaner. I also began to realize
that I was becoming socially isolated. None of my friends understood. Some asked that I come over without
him, some stopped calling, and I was too tired to stay in touch with the rest. I felt like I was sinking. I kept
thinking that I don’t have the strength to do this until he is 18, never mind any longer.
I was consumed by thoughts of needing to return to my role as grandma and place my grandson in a stable
family that could meet his needs. But these recurring thoughts became as heavy as the exhaustion of trying
to do it all. I decided to work through the feelings of guilt in therapy and finally came to terms with making a
child-focused decision. I needed to do what was best for my grandson – not for my daughter, not for me. He
needed a family that could grow with him, meet his special needs, take him to his appointments, and
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surround him with a support network of kids his age. And I needed to be a grandma.
It was hard initially, as I walked through the process of placing my grandson up for open adoption with a
social worker. I had many questions. Would the new family include me? Would they let me stay involved if
there were other grandparents in their family? Would they think I was part of the problem and not needed?
Would I get to remain part of his life? Would he hate me like he often said he hated his mother? Was I being
selfish? Did I just need to suck it up and plod on? In my heart I knew the answers.
If I had a crystal ball, I would only have changed one thing. That would have been to make the decision
earlier or consider the long-term picture at the beginning. Regardless, things have turned out well for us.
My grandson has a wonderful, open, and supportive adoptive family who included me from the beginning.
Although my grandson was mad at me initially, over time he has seen that I did not abandon him or quit loving
him. In fact, the decision I made was out of love for him. I wanted to give him more than I could provide or
offer. We see each other often and I get to be Grandma.

There are two different kinds of strength. There’s the strength to make a
parenting plan and then there’s the strength to give that plan to another.
–Unknown
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Question 22:
How does one cope with the death of a grandchild?

Children are supposed to outlive their parents, and they are certainly expected to outlive their grandparents.
However, sometimes life takes a tragic and unexpected turn. Sadly, that is what occurred in the life of the
grandparent who wrote the comments that follow:
My grandson lived a very high-risk lifestyle. While he was alive, I was constantly worried that I would receive a
knock at my door and hear the news that he had been hurt, arrested, or worse. And one horrible day, my fears
became a reality. When my grandson died, suddenly, a big part of me died as well. After he passed away,
I felt the same feelings and emotions that most people feel when someone close to them leaves this earth.
But I also felt a sense of relief. To many, this may sound cold. However, I felt relief because I knew that his
troubles had finally come to an end and he would now forever rest in peace. I was angry too, partly because
I felt isolated and had no one to talk to about the situation. It was truly a very lonely place for me, as no one
else in my life could understand this type of grief. How could they? It’s OK to feel some anger, though. Anger
is not always unhealthy – it can be used to propel us forward. Of course, I miss my grandson every second of
every day. I felt, in some ways, I had taken him for granted. I always thought he would bury me, not the other
way around. We are not supposed to bury our children, let alone our grandchildren. Until he was gone, I didn’t
realize how much I had relied on him – to make me smile, to help me do various things around the house, and
to help me deal with his complex sister.
I had many mixed emotions after the death of my grandson, but guilt wasn’t one of them. Never feel guilty, as
it is a useless emotion and it really only causes one more hurt. As time passes, we carry on but our memories
never leave us – whether they are good or bad. Sometimes our memories make us smile and sometimes they
bring tears to our eyes. Something positive has resulted out of my grandson’s death. It has caused me to
cherish those around me more and made me want to be there for others. I dearly hope that no one else ever
has to go through what I have – it’s a long, lonely journey. But there is always some light, even in the midst of
darkness. And there are people out there who can truly understand the fear and sadness that may be in your
heart – I am one of them.

There are things that we don’t want to happen but have to accept, things we
don’t want to know but have to learn, and people we can’t live without that
we have to let go.
–Anonymous
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Question 23:
What do others say they have learned from raising grandchildren?

Many grandparents have remarked on the strengths they have found within themselves when faced with the
challenges of raising grandchildren. They speak of the joy they feel, the fresh perspective they gain on life,
and the renewed sense of purpose they experience.
Grandparents who are raising their grandchildren have now been caregiving for two generations. They are
wise and often very positive people. Here are some of their reflections:
•

Consider your own happiness – you are important too

•

Don’t pay attention to what other people think

•

Even while you are living a life of personal sacrifice and service, it is still important to put
yourself before others on occasion

•

As a team, my husband and I have great strength together

•

Our granddaughter looks to us as a source of help and guidance – we know we are an
important factor in her life

•

Our house has more laughter, love, and fun now than it did before our grandchildren arrived

•

I have learned how to advocate – don’t be afraid to speak up on someone else’s behalf

•

Don’t take life too seriously

•

Increased self-awareness – I have learned a lot about myself and experienced greater
personal growth

•

We have learned to communicate more openly, more often, and more effectively

•

Adversity can help people develop positive personal qualities

•

The measure of success cannot be the same for everyone – especially not for children with
special needs

•

I have learned how to speak up – I am not the shy, introverted person I used to be

•

Be flexible and understanding – you are making a difference in a child’s life

•

Don’t forget that your grandchildren have disabilities – they will not necessarily be able to meet
all your expectations

•

Enjoy the small, happy moments in life

•

I learned things about myself that I was not previously aware of

•

Do not measure your grandchildren the same way you would measure a typical child; adjust
your expectations of them and of yourself accordingly
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•

I have developed a greater degree of tolerance and patience and become less judgmental of
others

•

Raising grandchildren is not as scary and overwhelming as you might think – it has kept us
current and more physically fit

•

We have learned to pick our battles and not to worry about things we can’t predict or control

•

I hope that I have become more accepting and forgiving

•

We are staying active and involved in the community

•

Life is never predictable

•

I am stronger than I thought

Trust yourself. You know more than you think you do.
–Benjamin Spock
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Question 24:
How do I know if caring for my grandchildren was the right decision?

Grandparents admit that making the decision to raise grandchildren is not for the faint of heart. Despite the
many challenges, most grandparents feel unequivocally that it was the right choice for them. This is how they
say they know with certainty:
•

My grandchild is in my life every day instead of only once in a while – and that feels great

•

Our grandchildren turned into good people

•

I know my grandkids are better off with us than in foster care or with their parents

•

Our daughter was forced to realize that her child was in danger, therefore she made some
positive changes to her own life

•

We know it gave our grandchildren a chance to succeed in life – and they have

•

My life has been enriched in many ways

•

I would not have been motivated to change and grow as much as I have if I hadn’t been caring
for my grandchild

•

The parents were simply incapable of meeting the needs of the child

•

We had the willingness and ability to give our grandkids a stable home life and lots of time and
caring

•

The end results are proof that we did the right thing – our grandchildren are safe and stable

•

I love my grandchildren dearly. I knew I would not have been able to live with myself if I had let
them leave our family and get separated. I faced the fact that it would be a lifetime commitment
and was prepared to accept this fact

•

It just feels right

It gives us a sense of peace and satisfaction to know that we have been able to give the children a start in
life that otherwise they would never have had. We have also been able to provide them with a sense of family.
Just today, my grandson said to me, “Gee I’m glad I have a Nana and Papa.” I asked, “Why are you glad?”
He responded, “If I didn’t have you, I’d be homeless.” Our grandchildren bring love and laughter to our lives.
When we receive a hug and an “I love you” – that is our reward and our confirmation that we did the right
thing. We know we are making a positive difference.
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We know it’s been worthwhile as there have definitely been some successes. We feel very proud of how well
our grandchildren have done and how nicely they behave and act when they are away from home. They are
well-liked and respected by everyone at the school and anywhere they go. They are successful with any
activity or sport they get involved with – this has been tremendous for their self-esteem. The kids feel secure
and happy knowing that they have a family – and that’s about as much as anyone could ask for.
I believe we were ‘called’ to take our little grandson. Even though there have been many obstacles and
heartaches, we haven’t regretted it for a minute.

A hundred years from now it will not matter the sort of house I lived in, what
my bank account was, or the car I drove…but the world may be a better place
because I was important in the life of a child.
–Anonymous
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Question 25:
Can you offer me some words of hope?

From one grandparent to another, here are some words to encourage you:
•

It gets easier as you go along

•

The kids will manage to fit themselves into your world

•

Even if your retirement is delayed, in the end, raising grandkids is far more rewarding

•

Painful feelings won’t break you and they do tend to fade with time – just hang in there

•

I have been pleasantly surprised at what my grandchild is capable of now – things that I didn’t
always think would happen

•

Consider the consequences if you had not been willing to take over the care of your grandchild
– you are saving a life

•

Don’t sell yourself short. You are doing an amazing thing by raising your grandchildren

•

You will feel pride and relief once your grandchildren make improvements as a result of your care

•

Celebrate all achievements, no matter how small they are

•

Grandparenting is a growing process for everyone

•

You are making a huge difference to a child who desperately needs you and your love

•

Stick with it, you are making a difference and the trip will be worth it

•

The end results will be gratifying

•

You are doing the best job in the world

HOPE is being able to see that there is light despite all the darkness.
–Desmond Tutu
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It Takes A Village:
Helpful Information and
Resources for Grandfamilies
We have all heard the saying, “It takes a village to raise a child.” This traditional African proverb certainly
holds true for grandparents raising grandchildren. Adopting a ‘village’ approach would seem of particular
value for grandfamilies, as they often report feelings of isolation. Since they are older than most parents,
senior caregivers have a greater need to develop partnerships, access information, and receive community
assistance. However, many grandparents say that finding and accessing supports has been difficult.
Grandparents, be assured that help is available if you are willing to reach out and connect. It is certainly
possible to create a ‘village’ that will assist you in your role as a caregiver. The following is an example from a
grandparent who managed to create an effective community of support around her grandson:
As a single grandmother, I knew I couldn’t do this alone. I’m not saying it was easy or that it came together
overnight. But with help of family support workers, I was able to learn about and connect with many resources
in my community. It makes raising my grandson a more manageable job when I have others offering me
advice and sharing some of the load. Each family’s ‘village’ will look different and its makeup will change over
time. I never fully realized how much support we had until I sat down and made a list – but it’s a lot! Here are
some of the formal and informal supports that are a part of our ‘village’:
•

Access Calgary

•

Between Friends and Camp Bonaventure

•

Big Brothers Big Sisters

•

Boys and Girls Club

•

Centre Street Church Special Needs Ministry

•

Child and Youth Support Program

•

Children’s Cottage

•

Enviros FASD Community Support Program

•

Family

•

Family Supports for Children with Disabilities (FSCD)

•

Food Bank

•

Friends

•

Gateways Family Service Coordination

•

Heartland Agency Preschool
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•

Community Resource Centre

•

Just 4 U Respite Services

•

Kid Sport

•

Kids Up Front

•

Neighbours

•

Pacekids

•

Public Library

•

The Children’s Link Society

•

Tim Hortons’ Children’s Foundation

•

YWCA

As demonstrated in the story above, given the right guidance, it is possible to access and utilize a wide
variety of supports that will assist you on your journey. Don’t be shy – ask for the help you deserve!
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Children’s Link Society Resources
The easiest way for grandparents in Calgary, Alberta and area to receive personalized support quickly and
directly is to call The Children’s Link Society. Children’s Link maintains up-to-date information listings on a
wide variety of topics. This information can be accessed through the website or by phoning the office. Family
Link Consultants are able to help grandparents by providing personal assistance either on the phone, via
email, at an office visit or if necessary, with a home visit. Many grandparents have praised Children’s Link for
serving as a ‘lifeline’ when they have been in need of information, ideas and assistance.
Website: www.childrenslink.ca
Phone: 403-230-9158
Email: info@childrenslink.ca
What follows is a list of general categories of resources available through Children’s Link Society. The list is in
alphabetical order according to topic and is by no means inclusive of all of the services and supports that are
available. It is meant to give grandparents an idea of the types of information that can be requested.
•

Aboriginal Resources

•

Aide Supports (behavioral, developmental, community)

•

Child Care Options

•

Counselling

•

Disability Specific Resources (Autism, Down Syndrome, ADHD, etc.)

•

Education (Preschools, Local School Boards, Private schools, etc.)

•

Estate and Financial Planning

•

Free Activities

•

Government Services (FSCD, Disability Tax Credit, etc.)

•

Legal Assistance

•

Low Income Supports

•

Medical (Physicians, Medical Equipment Supplies, Aids to Daily Living, etc.)

•

Mental Health Services

•

Multicultural Resources

•

Potential Funding Sources

•

Recreation

•

Respite
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•

Specialized Services Providers

•

Support Groups (Children’s Link Coffee Socials, etc.)

•

Therapists (Psychologists, Speech/Language, OT, PT, etc.)

•

Transition to Adult Services

If the information you require is not available in our current database, then Family Link Consultants are willing
to continue searching to help find appropriate resources to address your needs.
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Community Support Groups
There are various support groups in the community that may be suitable for grandparents raising
grandchildren. In addition to those mentioned below, The Children’s Link Society maintains a current listing of
groups for caregivers of children with disabilities. There are groups specific to particular disabilities as well as
groups that are more general in nature. Feel free to test out several different options until you find one that is a
good fit for you!

Adoption/Foster Care Group – Centre Street Church
www.cschurch.ca
This group meets monthly.
For information please email fosteradopt@cschurch.ca or call 403-293-3900.

Adoption and Foster Care Ministry – First Alliance Church
www.faccalgary.com
This group has a monthly playgroup and they also offer parent training.
For more information email adoptionfostercare@faccalgary.com or call 403-252-7572.

Children’s Link Society Grandparent Coffee Social Group
www.childrenslink.ca
Children’s Link hosts a unique, monthly coffee social meeting specifically for grandparents raising
grandchildren with special needs (including physical, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional issues). Coffee
socials are primarily a social and networking opportunity for grandparents. Participants who attend coffee
socials receive emotional support, guidance, advice, and assistance. Also, they have a lot of laughs!
Socials offer a safe, understanding place for grandparents to discuss the joys and challenges of raising
grandchildren and to develop relationships with others who can truly appreciate their journey. For more
information on Grandparent Coffee Social sessions, email
sandra.werle@childrenslink.ca or call 403-230-9158.

FACES (Forever Adoption Community Education Services) Society
www.facesforalberta.com
FACES hosts a playgroup, Adult Nights Out and Family Events.
Please visit the website or email info@facesforalberta.com for more information.

Parent Support Association
www.psa.calgary.ab.ca
PSA provides weekly peer support group meetings for parents and grandparents.
An orientation session is required prior to attendance.
For more information, please email helpforparents@psacalgary.org or call 403-270-1809.
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Government of Alberta Resources
There are a variety of government supports that grandparents raising grandchildren may be eligible to
access. To find out more about which supports may be appropriate for your family, connect with an Alberta
Supports Centre, with The Children’s Link Society, or call the government program directly.

Alberta Supports Centres
Alberta Supports provides information on social-based supports offered by the Government of Alberta.
Their centres help Alberta’s children, youth, adults and seniors with a broad range of needs. Before visiting
an Alberta Supports Centre, you are encouraged to click albertasupports.ca to find information or to call
1-877-644-9992.
If necessary, you can come into your local Alberta Supports Centre to speak with someone in person.

Child & Youth Support Program
The Child and Youth Support (CYS) Program provides financial and medical benefits for a child when the
parents/guardians are unable or unwilling to care for the child, and the child is being cared for in another
home of an adult caregiver. This program is intended to supplement some of the child’s needs and offset
some of the costs associated with the care. The care and responsibility of the child remains with the parents/
guardian and caregiver. For more information call the intake line at 403-355-4414.

Family Support for Children with Disabilities (FSCD)
The Family Support for Children with Disabilities (FSCD) Program provides a wide range of family-centered
services and supports meant to help strengthen a family’s ability to promote their child’s healthy development
and encourage their child’s participation in activities at home and in the community. The FSCD program
works in partnership with eligible families, based on each child’s and family’s individual assessed needs. An
application is required. For more information about FSCD, call the intake line at 403-297-7971.

Kinship Care Program
Kinship care is when children are placed with extended family, such as a grandparent, or someone with
whom they have a significant relationship. Kinship caregivers receive financial compensation, training and
support similar to that of foster parents. For more information about kinship care please refer to the following
handbook: Kinship Care Handbook: A Toolkit for Kinship Care Providers (Government of Alberta, 2015).
www.humanservices.alberta.ca/documents/kinship-care-handbook.pdf

Supports for Permanency Program
The Supports for Permanency program has been put in place to ensure that families who wish to offer
permanent, loving homes to children in care have the means to advocate for them and meet their unique
needs. The program provides financial support to families who adopt or obtain private guardianship of
children in permanent government care.
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Helpful Links
CANGRANDS
Website: www.cangrands.com.grgtips.htm
Email: grandma@cangrands.com
Phone: 1-613-474-0035
CANGRANDS welcomes all grandparents and kinship families who are raising grandchildren or extended
family members to our home online. CANGRANDS is a not-for-profit organization devoted to providing kinship
support for caregiver families across Canada. Applications for membership to CANGRANDS are required.

Elder Abuse
Occasionally, grandparents have reported being victims of elder abuse from grandchildren in their care.
Elder abuse is any action or inaction by self or others that jeopardizes the health or well-being of any older
adult. Elder abuse can take several forms including financial, emotional, physical, sexual, neglect and
medication. Often more than one type of abuse occurs at the same time. The two most frequently identified
and reported types of elder abuse in Canada are financial and emotional.
To report a suspected case of elder abuse, please call the Elder Abuse Response Team at (403) 7053250. If you are in immediate danger, call 911.

Kerby Centre for the 55 Plus
Website: www.kerbycentre.com
Email: generaloffice@kerbycentre.com
Phone: 403-265-0661
Kerby Centre provides educational and recreational classes for seniors.
They also publish a Seniors Directory of Services that is available online or in print.
The Kerby Centre offers elder abuse resources as well as an Elder Abuse Response Team. The team
coordinates police and social workers to respond to allegations of abuse.

Office of the Child and Youth Advocate
Website: http://advocate.gov.ab.ca/home/index.cfm
Phone: 1-800-661-3446
The Office of the Child and Youth Advocate (OCYA) is an independent office of the Legislative Assembly of
Alberta, mandated to work with vulnerable young people.
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Additional Grandparent Handbooks
The following handbooks and resource books may prove helpful. They can be downloaded free of charge from
the Internet.

Grandparents Raising Grandchildren: A Guide for Wyoming Grandparents Raising Their
Grandchildren (2006)
Parent Education Network, WY, USA.
www.wpen.net/PDF/GPHandbook1106.pdf
This guide contains some information specific to the USA but also contains general information that is useful
for grandparents raising grandchildren in any location.

Grandparents Raising Grandchildren: A Handbook for Grandparents and Other Kin
Caregivers (2010)
Written by Jill Worrall in New Zealand
www.grg.org.nz/What+we+do/Publications/GRG+Handbook.html
This is a very comprehensive guide containing valuable information for grandparents.
Go to the website and click on the handbook to download the resource at no cost.

Grandparents Raising Grandchildren: A Legal Guide (2009)
Parent Support Services Society of BC and the University of Victoria School of Social Work
www.parentsupportbc.ca/grg/grg_a_legal_guide.pdf
This is a legal guide that is specific to British Columbia, Canada. Nevertheless, it contains some general
information that may be of help.

Handbook for Grandparents and Other Relatives Raising Children (2013)
Sand Diego County Board of Supervisors, USA
www.211sandiego.org/sites/.../GrandparentsGuide_Final14May13(1).pdf
Although this handbook was produced in San Diego, USA and contains American content, it does offer some
helpful information for grandparents.

Supporting Grandparents Raising Grandchildren: Resource Booklet (2007)
Parent Support Services Society of BC and the University of Victoria School of Social Work
http://www.parentsupportbc.ca/grg/grg_resource_-booklet.pdf
Much of the information in this resource booklet is British Columbia, Canada specific. However, it does
contain some helpful information on child development, health and safety tips, issues facing grandchildren,
and coping strategies for grandparents.
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Grandparent Reading List
The following reference list contains titles of books that have been written specifically for grandparents who are
raising their grandchildren. Most books can be purchased through Amazon or other online book retailers.
Bailey, Laura Montané. COURAGEOUS LOVE: For Grandparents Raising Grandchildren. Instructions for
Creating Healing Circles for Children of Trauma. Bloomington, IN: iUniverse, 2013.
deToledo, Sylvie and Brown, Deborah Edler. Grandparents as Parents: A Survival Guide for Raising a Second
Family. New York, NY: Guilford Press, 1995.
Denholtz, Elaine. The Extra Parent: How Grandparents Are Helping Out, Pitching In, and Raising Their
Grandchildren. Lincoln, NE: iUniverse Inc., 2004.
Doucette, Deborah, with Dr. Jeffery R. LaCure. Raising our Children’s Children: Room in the Heart. – Second
edition. Lanham, MA: Taylor Trade Publishing, 2014.
Hodgson, Harriet. HELP! I’m Raising My Grandkids: Grandparents Adapting to Life’s Surprises. N.
Charleston, S.C: Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012.
Houtman, Sally. To Grandma’s House, We … Stay: When You have to Stop Spoiling Your Grandchildren and
Start Raising Them. – Third edition. St. Louis, MO: Quick Publishing, 2006.
O’Connor, Peggy J. Born into Love: The Unconditional Love of Grandparents Raising Their Grandchildren. –
First printing. Baltimore, OH: Publish America, 2010.
Osborne, Hilda. TICKLEBELLY HILL: Grandparents Raising Grandchildren. Bloomington, IN: Author House –
formerly 1st Books, 2002.
Sparks, Martha Evans. RAISING YOUR CHILDREN’S CHILDREN: Help for Grandparents Raising Grandkids.
Kansas City, MO: Beacon Hill Press, 2011.
Williams, Elaine K. THE SACRED WORK OF GRANDPARENTS RAISING GRANDCHILDREN. Bloomington, IN:
Balboa Press, 2011.
Wright, Karen Best. I Love You from the Edges: Lessons from Raising Grandchildren. Bloomington, IN: Author
House, 2014.
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From the Hearts of Grandchildren
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